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Rationale
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Research article writing for PhD students

Independent, personalized, continuous learning

Class = added value

Multidisciplinary groups

Credit-bearing



Course format: what & how
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Task

Class

Writing

Review Consultation

10 weeks



Materials

E-coursebook

Theory → Tasks

• Article sections
• Coherence/clarity/conciseness 
• Writing & publication process

Activities
Working on own writing

Exploring research article & 
disciplinary conventions

Independent learning tools

Independent learning tasks



Sample task: working on own writing

Crafting clear sentences: managing length



Online classes

Teacher uses completed tasks to

• illustrate key theory points

• create writing revision activities



Sample class use of task output

Crafting clear sentences: managing length



Writing

Promoting regular writing (Devlin & Radloff, 2014; Sword, 2017)

Research article

Fortnightly submission

Log for reflection



Peer review

Explain value of peer review (Cho & MacArthur, 2010) 

Self-selected, multidisciplinary groups

Unsupervised meetings

Strict procedural guidelines & template

Peer review report



Consultations

Text submission with questions

45 min, optional



Course evaluation
30 student surveys (all participants)

Instructor reflection
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Flexibility appreciated
Preferred writing alone
Working at own pace on ILTs
Personalisation important
Consultations useful
Multi-discipline peer review positively 
reviewed



Time issues – when to write, no time for 
consultation
Low consultation uptake 
Clarity of and managing deadlines
Would prefer theory f2f
Writing log negatively reviewed, poorly 
performed



Current revisions

No writing log -> in-text reflection
Fewer deadlines
Mandatory consultations



Our questions…

Personalisation is important to Ss and Ts
• How to make this less time-consuming?

Time for and concentration on writing were difficult 
• How to implement a distraction-free environment for writing when not in 

the classroom?

The five-fold approach is complex
• What are the best ways to communicate/illustrate the multiple elements 

and make sure everyone stays on track?
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